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ABSTRACT

The paper presents a core concept of BN-800 - type fast
power reactor with zero sodium void reactivity (SVR).
Consideration is given to the layout and some design features
of such a core. Some considerations on the determination of the
required SVR value as one of the fast reactor safety criteria
in accidents with coolant boiling are presented. Some
methodical considerations on the development of calculation
models that give a correct description of the new core features
are stated.

The results of the integral SVR calculation studies are
included, reactivity excursions under different scenarios of
sodium boiling are estimated, some corrections into the
calculated SVR value are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTIOH

Currently, in the USSR and abroad the research and
development works on fast reactor projects with notable
inherent safety properties are in progress. The important place
in these studies is occupied by an aspect of sodium void
reactivity (SVR). This problem originates in the development of
large fast reactors with Mixed uranium-plutonitni fuel and
relates to a sufficiently large value of positive reactivity
("• 2Z a k/k) released in voiding reactor or its core. The
activities in this field have been carried out both in the USSR
and abroad during almost a thirty-year period.

Until recently the fast reactor designers have been of a
rather stable opinion that such a big value of SVR in projects
is allowed because of extremely snail probability of core
voiding according to calculational estimates. The same point of
view is shared, for example, by the groups of designers of the
European fast reactor. The position of "an extremely small
probability" has been validated on the calculation -theoretical
level rather well, but still there have been some doubts in
its absolute persuasiveness. These doubts became particularly
acute after the Chernobyl accident. This tragedy urged forward
the searches of the ways aimed for the reduction of SVR in the
designs under development. Therefore, the problem of positive
SVR reduction seems to be essential and urgent, and an
examination of fast reactor safety is underway now in the USSR
taking into account the solution of this problem.

How can we reduce the SVR in large fast breeders? Some
possibilities based on the increase of neutron leakage and
neutron spectra* variation in the core have been studied
before. Several projects of fast reactor cores with reduced SVR
have been proposed: heterogeneous cores, cores with increased
surface, cores with a neutron moderator. Although they had
managed to reduce SVR considerably in these projects it

remained at the level of 2-3
The studies that have been carried out in the USSR

lately, show that a substantial way to reduce SVR in large fast
breeders is a more efficient use of sodium coolant screening
properties at the core boundary /I/.

Removal of sodium at the core boundary dramatically
increases neutron leakage from the core, i.e. leads to a
considerable negative reactivity, while a neutron spectrum
variation (a positive component in SVR) is insignificant. This
fact has been noted before when analyzing the perturbation
theory formula for SVR (see, for example, /Z/), but Until
recently it has been out of practical application.

This idea on SVR reduction was first examined for the
BM-1600 - type large power fast reactors /I/. Considerable
"dilution" of upper axial blanket in the reactor of this type
contributes to reducing SVR to zero and even passing to the
negative region. The "dilution" of upper axial blanket is
accomplished primarily via sodium plenum (with a low amount of
steel) arranged at the upper edge of the core. And the value of
SVR reduction depends considerably both on reactor dimensions
(power) and a sodium plenum thickness.

One should note that the realization of this idea in the
concrete designs of fast reactors will need some structural
modifications of the conventional designs, but in comparison
with other means of SVR reduction these modifications are
considerably less and do not practically affect the principal
design bases (coolant flow distribution system, control rod
arrangement in the core and so on). The idea of sodium plenum
implementation was also developed for other fast reactor
designs.

The paper presents a core concept of the BN-800 - type fast
power reactor with sodium void reactivity close to zero.
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2. DESIGH FEATURES OF A CORE WITH SODIUM PLENUM

The core accommodates 560 sub-assemblies with Mixed oxide
uranium-plutonium fuel of the single enrichment and 30 control
rods. The core height is 90 cm, the cylindrical radius is 128
cm. The central area of the core incorporates an internal
breeder zone. The internal breeder zone consists of uranium
dioxide and has pancake-type shape with an equivalent radius
about 2/3 of the core radius and with a height about 20 cm.
In-core arrangement of the internal breeder zone allows fuel of
the same enrichment to be utilized with a sufficiently good
flattening of power distribution. In addition, an axial layout
of the internal breeder zone causes higher neutron leakage from
the core to the axial blankets that increases a sodium
efficiency at the edge of the core.

Sodium plenum is implemented between the core and the upper
axial blanket. The sodium plenum is about 30 cm in height. The
sodium plenum contains the steel of sub-assembly wrapper tubes

and sodium only.

The upper axial blanket situated above the sodium plenum
serves as a shield to the above-reactor structures.

Below the core the lower axial blanket is situated.
The core is surrounded with lateral blanket sub-assemblies

and steel sub-assemblies of lateral reflector behind them.
Fig. 1 illustrates the schematic diagram of the reactor.

3. SOME METHODICAL CONSIDERATIONS ON
THE DEVELOPMENT CALCULATION TECHNIQUES

To calculate SVR and other physics characteristics the
calculational models in 2D and 3D geometry have been developed.

The sodium-plenum fast reactor SVR calculations differ from
neutronics calculations of a conventional core ,In this respect

let us dwell on two aspects which are to be taken into account
in the course calculation model development. In the correct SVR
calculations control rods, their followers and also
above-reactor steel structures should be taken into account
properly. The studies have been carried out in the IPPE
(Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Obninsk) result in
that a conventional homogeneous description of control rods and
their followers in the core leads to a notable increase in the
SVR value. It is accounted for the fact that in the homogenized
subzone the increase in sodium amount in fuel takes place at
the cost of sodium contained in the rods and particularly in
their followers. In fact the last sodium has another (lesser)
efficiency in comparison with the sodium contained in fuel sub-
assemblies. Therefore, the description of control rods and
their followers in the form of rings without homogenizing them
with fuel sub-assemblies is more correct for SVR calculation.
Such a manner of control rod and their follower description was
adopted in developing the calculational models in 2D geometry.
As to the calculation model in 3D geometry the control rods and
their followers were described as separate calculation cells
according to their position in the core. And it should be taken
into account that sodium removal from control rod cells (and
rings) leads to notable errors in the SVR value if the SVR is
calculated with the codes based on the diffusion theory.

The second important aspect is a correct description of the
above-reactor steel structures. It particularly concerns the
calculation of the sodium-drained system, when a sharply
increasing neutron leakage from the core leads to a
considerable increase in albedo characteristics of steel
structures situated comparatively far from the core. Ignorance
of this fact in routine calculations results in underestimating
the SVR value that can reach- 0.4 Zak/k (less positive or more
negative value). The performed studies have demonstrated that
the adequate description of above-reactor structures in the
calculation model is obligatory. The total thickness of
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calculation zones describing the above-reactor structures
(steel+ sodium) must be not less than one meter starting with
the sub-assembly heads. Only in this case the SVR value of
sodium plenum fast reactor can be calculated adequately.

4. CHOICE OF THE INTEGRAL SVR VALUE
AS A CRITERION SPECIFYING REACTOR
SAFETY UNDER SODIUM BOILING

The choice of reactor regions where a zero SVR value is
postulated during a sodium drainage , is an extremely important
aspect of the problem involved. In the scientific publications
alternative definitions of this value may be encountered:
demand for a zero SVR in the entire reactor region or only in
the core sub-assemblies or only in the fuel part of the core
sub-assemblies.

A sufficiently reasonable approach to the definition may
arise from the qualitative consideration of the initiation and
propagation of sodium boiling in the fast reactor /2/. In the
accident with primary loop pumps disconnection without scram
(LOFWS) sodium boiling originates in the upper regions of the
core where the temperature is maximum. The initiated process of
sodium boiling runs quickly enough along the radius and the
height of the core filling in the upper axial blanket and the
core volume within 1-2 seconds. That's why it is reasonable to
postulate the zero SVR value in the following regions of the
core sub-assemblies: upper axial blanket, sodium plenum, core
with an internal breeder zone. The negative component in SVR
due to sodium plenum is assumed to compensate the positive
component of the core in time, taking into account the core to
sodium plenum height ratio is approximately to 3. The assumed
criterion is more strict than the demand for a zero SVR value
when voiding core sub-assemblies over all their height. Of
course, a strict validation of the chosen criterion is to be

obtained merely on the basic of dynamics studies in the onset
and propagation of sodium boiling accidents.

5. CALCULATIONAL RESULTS OF INTEGRAL SVR STUDIES

Calculations of SVR were carried out using the diffusion
code SINTEZ /3/ in 2D geometry and the Monte-Carlo code MMCFK
/4/ in 2D and 3D geometry. The nuclear data in both codes were
taken from the national library BHAB-78 /5/ with the ARAMAKO
26-group data preparation technique /6/.

The "worst" state of the reactor from the standpoint of SVR
has been examined. It is the beginning of cycle when boron
control rods (serving as fuel burn-up compensators) inserted
into the core increase a positive component in an integral SVR
value.

The volume fraction of steel of sub-assembly wrapper tubes
equals to 8% (conventional wrapper tubes without holes). In the
calculations the consideration was given also to a wrapper tube
with reduced volume fraction of steel ( in the region of sodium
plenum) up to 4Z (a so-called punched wrapper tube, i.e.
wrapper tube with holes).

The results of calculations are presented in Tables 1
and 2. In the Table 1 the results are given for punched
sub-assemblies, in the Table 2 - both for punched sub-
assemblies and for conventional sub-assemblies.

Analyzing the calculation data the following conclusions
can be drawn:

- calculational results obtained with diffusion codes give
more negative SVR values (approximately to 0.2%Ak/k);

- sodium removal from the control rods (and their
followers) gives a negative contribution in SVR at the
level of 0.12 4 k/k;

- application of punched sub-assemblies does not virtually
influence the integral SVR value, though diffusion codes
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give a SVR reduction in this case to 0.2% A k/k;
precise 3D calculations made by Monte-Carlo method show
that a proposed core layout has a practically zero SVR
value ( within the framework of the postulated SVR
definition in section 4); even taking into account the
calculational uncertainties the SVR value is
approximately two times leas than the delayed neutron
effective fraction

6. SVR CALCULATIONS UNDER DIFFERENT
SCENARIOS OF SODIUM BOILING

Sodium boiling propagation over a core volume in LOFWS
accident is a very complicated process which can be described
with dynamics calculations in 3D geometry. For the purposes of
the present paper this task was not set. However it seems vital
to determine a potential nonlinearity of SVR using some
empirical schemes of sodium boiling. As shown below, depending
on the sodium boiling scenario positive reactivity swings
occur, that considerably surpass the integral SVR value
estimated in section 5. For the analysis of these aspects four
sodium boiling scenarios have been examined:

- uniform heat-up and simultaneous boiling of sodium in
all sub-assemblies ;

- sodium boiling in a few sub-assemblies and expansion of
the process on the core radius;

- sodium boiling in the upper part of several sub-
assemblies and expansion of the process in the axial
direction;

- sodium boiling in the upper part of several sub-
assemblies and evolution of the process over the core
radius and height;

Reactor reactivity calculations for the adopted scenarios
of sodium boiling were carried out in 2D geometry with the
SINTEZ code.

6.1 UNIFORM HEAT-UP AND SIMULTANEOUS SODIUM

BOILING IN ALL CORE FUEL SUB-ASSEMBLIES

Sodium in all core sub-assemblies is assumed to be heated
uniformly. In this case sodium density varies from the
operation point (y =^) to zero ( jf = 0). Fig. 2 shows the
variation of reactor reactivity under this emergency process
evolution. It can be observed from the curve that with the
total sodium removal the positive reactivity ( 0.1% A k/k)
is inserted, however, the maximum positive reactivity swing is
0.35Z A k/k with the value (^-jO/fc being approximately 0.65.

The calculation in this section were made for unpunched
fuel subassemblies (see table 1 and conclusions in section 5).

6.2 SODIUM BOILING IN A FEW FUEL SUB-ASSEMBLIES
AND PROCESS EXPANSION ON THE CORE RADIUS

Boiling is assumed to expand on the neighbouring sub-
assemblies covering the total core after sodium removal from
one fuel sub-assembly (or from a group of fuel sub-
assemblies). Here, consideration may be given to two potential
situations.

The first consists in sodium boiling initiated in the
central fuel sub-assembly propagating towards the periphery.
The second potential situation implies that sodium boiling
originates in a group of fuel sub-assemblies with the maximum
power rating and the subsequent propagation towards the center
and periphery on the core radius.

Fig 3. shows the plots of reactor reactivity variation for
two above potentialities. The maximum positive reactivity swing
occurs with sodium removal in approximately 2/3 of core fuel
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sub-assemblies and amounts to ~ 0. 43% a k/k and - 0.20% .4 k/k for

the first and the second situation, respectively.

6.3 SCENARIO OF AXIAL SODIUM BOILING EXPANSION

In the previous section the maximum reactivity swing was
shown to be realized under sodium removal in approximately 2/3
of the core fuel sub-assemblies. The scenario of sodium boiling
expansion for this part of the core only was outlined. Sodium
boiling is assumed to start in the top sections of the core,
then the vapour bubbles go upward and downward over the
aforementioned fuel sub-assemblies at various speeds.

Fig. 4 shows the plots of reactor reactivity variation for
different ratios of speed of upward and downward vapour bubble
motion (Vu/Vd). At the same rate of upward and downward
propagation of the vapour bubbles, the maximum positive
reactivity swing amounts to~0. 43% ik/k. The most unfavourable
cases from the standpoint of positive reactivity swing are
those, when the downward bubble propagation rate noticeably
exceeds the upward propagation rate. At the downward bubble
propagation rate 2.5 ' times higher than the upward one
( Vu/Vd = 0. 4 ) the positive reactivity swing exceeds the above
value (e.g. at Vu/Vd ==0.3 the additional increase of positive
reactivity swing is equal to ~ 0.252 A k/k).

6.4 COMBINED SCENARIO OF SODIUM BOILING

This SCENARIO implies that sodium boils in the top section

of the core in a few number of fuel sub-assemblies, then the

process of boiling extends in the axial and radial directions

at various velocities.

Fig. 5 shows the curves of reactor reactivity variation at

various ratios of velocities in the axial and radial direction

(Vh/Vr).

In this case the upward and downward boiling propagation
velocities are assumed to be equal ( Vu/Vd=l ). It can be
observed from the plots, that the maximum positive reactivity
swing occurs in the cases, when the rate of axial propagation
exceeds the rate of radial propagation. The maximum positive
reactivity swing with the velocity ratio Vh/Vr =1.6 amounts
to<-0.43% Ak/k.

The above results evidently do not provide a thorough
description of the emergency situations with sodium
boiling, nevertheless they indicate a potential surpass of zero
integral SVR by an order of magnitude - 0. 3% A k/k.

7. SOME CORRECTIONS IN A CALCULATIONAL
VALUE OF INTEGRAL SVR

The calculation models developed for SVR calculations are
incapable to take into account all the features of a core and
its components. Besides, all the calculations were made at the
sodium temperature corresponding to operational temperature
during a normal reactor operation. Therefore, the introduction
of some corrections is required even in the most correct . SVR
calculation made by the MMCFK code in 3D geometry. Among them
the following were under consideration:

- correction of the core temperature state prior to sodium
boiling;

- correction related to a heterogeneous arrangement of
steel in sodium plenum;

- correction related to taking into account the
interstitial sodium;

The SVR correction taking into account a core temperature
state prior to sodium boiling was estimated by the SINTEZ code
and equals + 0.05% A k/k. The remaining two above-mentioned
corrections are considered below.
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7.1 ALLOWANCE FOR STEEL HETEROGENEITY

IN SODIUM PLENUM

The essential influence of sodium plenum becomes apparent
with sodium drainage and consists in a drastic increase in
axial neutron leakage upward from the core. Actually only
wrapper tubes of sub-assemblies in sodium plenum are available
after sodium removal. The volume fraction of wrapper tube steel
is equal to 8 Z. In calculational models steel of wrapper tubes
is homogenized in sub-zones including sodium plenum. In
actuality the neutrons are supposed to be subjected to a less
number of collisions with steel nuclei than in the case when,
this steel is smeared. Thus steel homogenization evidently
improves the albedo properties of sodium plenum, which results
in the reduction (upon absolute value) of the SVR negative
component. To estimate this effect the calculations with the
MMCFK code have been made. It should be noted that the studies
in this field have not been completed yet, and the obtained
results should be considered tentative.

The estimation of steel heterogeneity was obtained in the
reactor cell calculations. To this effect the calculational
model of reactor heterogeneous cell has been developed. In this
model an interstitial sodium and a hexagonal wrapper tube were
separated into special sub-zones. The volume inside hexagonal
tube was represented in a conventional homogenized manner
according to the axial layout of the reactor. The calculational
model of homogenized cell was designed on the base of
heterogeneous cell. The interstitial sodium and steel of
wrapper tube were smeared with mixture being inside wrapper
tube. The axial description of homogenized cell was the same as
for the heterogeneous one. The diagrams of two calculational
models are presented in Fig. 6 and 7. The following boundary
condition are observed on the radial surface of the cells:
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grad <p = 0, i. e. the reactor is represented as a infinite one
upon the radius. The calculational results are given in
Table 3.

Thus according to preliminary estimations, with the
allowance for steel heterogeneity in a sodium plenum decreases
the SVR value approximately by 0.3 I4k/k. This estimation was
made with the nominal magnitudes with the statistical
deviations neglected. To reduce the statistical deviations
calculations are to be continued. This work is currently under
way.

In spite of this fact the above-mentioned estimation was
used in section 8.

7.2 INTERSTITIAL SODIUM CONTRIBUTION IN THE SVR

In the core the interstitial sodium occupies about 9 % of
area and that constitutes 1/4 of the total quantity of sodium
in the core. Interstitial sodium is partitioned by the wrapper
tube off the fuel pins so its boiling in the emergency can be
delayed in comparison with flooded sodium inside wrapper tube.
Therefore it is advisable to estimate a contribution of this
sodium in an integral SVR value. In addition to above-said one
can suppose that interstitial sodium has an another reactivity
worth than flooded sodium because of its "far enough"
heterogeneous arrangement from fuel pins.

For estimation of interstitial sodium effect the
calculations of heterogeneous cell (Fig. 6) with the retention
of interstitial sodium were carried out.

The tentative calculation results are given in Table 4.
The contribution of interstitial sodium in the integral SVR

value can be found out from the comparison of data in Table 3
(for heterogeneous cell) and in Table 4. According to the
nominal values this contribution may be up to +0. 6% Ak/k. But
this value can hardly be interpreted because of big deviations
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of obtained calculational results,

direction are under way.

The studies in this

8. CALCULATIONAL VALUE OF INTEGRAL

SVR WITH THE CORRECTIONS.
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Table 5 gives calculational value with the allowance for
the following corrections: correction for core temperature
state before sodium boiling, correction for heterogeneity of
steel in sodium plenum. The correction for interstitial sodium
contribution was not introduced.

In addition as the researches showed, the integral SVR
value can be reduced by ~ 0.1 Z A k/k due to a Minor downward
(-3 cm) displacement of internal breeder zone. In view of
nonlinearity of SVR in emergency 40.3 Z A k/k a zero SVR
value is obtained for the case, when sodium remains in control
rods and the negative value 0.1 Zik/k, when sodium is removed
from control rods as well (the values are given according to
their nominal calculational orders of magnitudes).

9. CONCLUSION

The core concept of fast power reactor with a zero value of
sodium void reactivity has been proposed. The zero SVR is due
to sodium plenum introduced between the core and the upper
axial blanket. In the nearest future the research of the
dynamics of such a core in emergency with sodium boiling is
required.
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TABLE 1
Calculation results of SVR in 2D geometry, %

Regions of
sodium removal

Core sub-assemblies
(core + internal
breeder zone +
sodium plenum +
axial upper blanket)

Core
(core+internal
breeder zone)

CODE

SINTEZ MMCFK

-0.09

+ 1.50

+0.064 + 0.26
+0.079i 0.20

Note: The first result obtained with the MMCFK code
corresponds to the number of histories 75000 (computing
time with the ES-1060 computer is l.5h), the second
result corresponds to the number of histories 150000
(computing time is 3h).
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TABLE 2.
TABLE 3

to
h-1

Calculation results of SVR in 3D geometry obtained
with the MMCFK code,

Computing
time, hour;

Number of
histories

1.5
62000

3
125000

4.5
190000

6
250000

7.5
315000

9
380000

With punched sub-assemblies
in the core

With sodium
retention in
control rods and
their followers

+0.194 + 0.312

+0.336+ 0.229

+0.358+• 0.181

+0.153+ 0.156

+0.049+ 0.14

+0.080+ 0.13

With sodium
removal in
control rods an
their followers

+0.348+ 0.324

+0.004 ± 0.221

+0.084+ 0.18

-0.039+ 0.16

-0.048± 0.14

-0.050+0.13

Conventional
sub-assemblies

in the core

With sodium
retention in
control rods and
their followers

+0.293 + 0.325

+0.271+ 0.214

+0.174 + 0.176

+0.166+ 0.151

+0.054+0.12

Note: Sodium removal in calculations was made in all
sub-assemblies of the core (from lower core edge up to
sub-assembly heads).

Sodium void reactivity for heterogeneous and
homogenized cells, % 4 k/k.

Heterogeneous cell

Number of
histories

73600

104400

135200

165400

SVR

-O.43iO.36

-0.34 + 0.29

-0.60 + 0.26

-0.43 10.23

Homogenized cell

Number of
histories

96400

128800

137200

SVR

+0.085+• 0.28

-0.085+-0.25

-0.085 + 0.24

Note: Sodium removal in calculations was made in all core
sub-assemblies ( from lower core edge up to sub-assembly
heads).

TABLE 4
SVR of heterogeneous cell with retention
of interstitial sodium, % A k/k

Number of h i s t o r i e s

38200

54100

159000

174800

190600

207200

239400

255600

SVR

+0.42+0.48

+0.171 0.40

+0.2410.22

+0.25 + 0.21

+0.31 +0.20

+0.25 + 0.19

+0.27 ±0 .18

+0.19 10 .17
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TABLE 5.
Calculational value of integral SVR with corrections, %*k/k.

Calculational value with
sodium removal from the total
fuel sub-assemblies of the
core (from the lower edge of
the core up to sub-assembly
heads)

Contribution of a temperature
state of the core before
sodium boiling

Contribution of heterogeneity
of steel in sodium plenum

Calculation value with
corrections

With retention
of sodium in
control rods
and followers

+0.054+0. 12

+ 0.05

-0.3

-0.2 +0.12

With sodium
removal from
control rods
and followers

-0.05 ±0.13

+0.05

-0.3

-0.3t 0.13

Note: The unpunched sub-assemblies in the core were used.
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Fig. 1 Scheme of principal of fast reactor
with zero sodium void reactivity.
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Fig 2. Reactor reactivity variation with sodium density
change.

0 - 0 . 5 1
Fig. 3 Reactor 'reactivity variation with sodium boiling

propogation on the core radius
1 -from the centre towards the periphery
2 -from the fuel subassemblies with maximum power

ratingf towards the centre and the periphery).
£ -fraction of voided core fuel subassemblies
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Fig 4. Reactor reactivity variation with axial
propogation of sodium boiling.
a -fraction of fuel subassembly height with

sodium drained
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Fig 5.Reactor reactivity variation under sodium
boiling propogation on the radius and the
core height simultaneously.
A -fraction of the core volume with sodium drained.
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Fig.6 Calculational model of heterogeneous cell.
Fig.7 Calculation model of homogenized cell.


